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2018 Lead2pass New Updated 200-155 Exam Questions: https://www.lead2pass.com/200-155.html QUESTION 1Which term in
Cisco Unified Computing System is subject to finite state machine validation? A. SNMP getB. server bootC. firmware
downloadsD. server discoveryAnswer: D QUESTION 2What is the purpose of Fibre Channel over Ethernet? A. FCoE maps
native Fibre Channel onto Layer 2 Ethernet, Converging IP and storage networks.B. FCoE encapsulates native Fiber Channel
traffic inside GRE tunnels.C. Data Center Bridging uses FCoE to transport IP traffic over native Fiber Channel.D. FCoE
encapsulates native Fiber Channel inside IP packets. Answer: A QUESTION 3Which two installation models are supported by Cisco
virtual interfaces? (Choose two) A. pass-through switchingB. stare-and-forward switchingC. channeled uplinkD. hypervisor
controlledE. native switching Answer: AD QUESTION 4Layer 3 networks can be logically separated by which technology? A.
bridge domainB. VRFC. VLAND. tenant Answer: B QUESTION 5Which option describes Cisco's virtual device context
feature? A. logical virtualization of a single physical switchB. logical witches aggregated into a single physical switchC.
logical switches aggregated into multiple physical switchesD. multiple physical switches partitioned to a single virtual switch
Answer: B QUESTION 6An engineer is deploying a Cisco Nexus 1000v into VMWare vSphere using the OVA fie. The engineer
deployed the VSM virtual machine in vCenter and completed the initial setup script of the VSM. Which two additional configuration
steps are needed to implement the 100GV? (Choose two) A. Configure an SVS connection to vCenter in the console of the 1000V.
B. Add hosts to the distributed virtual switch in vCenter.C. Add hosts to the distributed virtual switch in the console of the
1000V.D. Add the 1000v as a virtual distributed switch in vCenter.E. Configure an SVS connection to vCenter using the vCenter
wizard. Answer: AB QUESTION 7Which two protocols are encapsulated in FCoE? (Choose two.) A. iSCSIB. Fibre ChannelC.
CIFSD. DNSFE. SCSI Answer: BE QUESTION 8Policies that are applied by the APIC are typically based on which type of
infra structure? A. application-centricB. performance-specificC. leaf-specificD. network-centric Answer: A QUESTION 9A
network engineer wants to configure switch ports on Cisco Nexus 2000 and 2200 Fabric Extender switches that are connected to a
Cisco Nexus 5500 Series Switch. Which two options allow this configuration? (Choose two) A. Connect to each of the Cisco
Nexus 2200/2000 switches using Telnet, then configure the FEX switch ports.B. Connect to a Cisco Nexus 5600 using Telnet, then
configure the FEX switch ports.C. Connect to each of the Cisco Nexus 2200/2000 switches using SSH, then configure the FEX
switch ports.D. Connect to each at the Cisco Nexus 2200/2000 switches using a console cable then configure the FEX switch
ports.E. Connect to a Cisco Nexus 5500 switch using SSH, then configure the FEX switch ports. Answer: BE QUESTION 10
Which statement about a bridge domain is true? A. A bridge domain must be liked to one internal network and one external
networkB. A bridge domain must be linked to a physical domainC. A bridge domain typically has at least one subnet that Is
associated with itD. A bridge domain must have at least one external network that is associated with it Answer: C 200-155 dumps
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